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MANITOWOC COUNTY TRAFFIC SAFETY COMMISSION 
October 18, 2022 

Manitowoc County Sheriff’s Office 
 

Present:  Jason Freiboth, Greg Grotegut, Todd Blaser, Mason Simmons, James Falkowski, Steven 
Denzien, Brian Kohlmeier, Michael Polich, Jason Orth, Justin Hansen, Dan Hartwig, and Holly 
Herzog.  
 
Also Present:  Randy Wiessinger, WI DOT and Paul Granger, Mishicot PD 
 
Excused:  Barb Herrmann, Dave Funkhouser, and Rick Olig 
 
Call to Order:  Meeting called to order at 10:02 a.m. by Jason Orth. 
 
Minutes:  No changes noted.  Minutes will stand as written. 
 
Public Comment:  None 
 
Requests for Site Evaluations:  None 
 
Site Evaluations:   
 
City of Kiel requesting speed study on STHY 67 within the City limits:    The speed study for the 
City of Kiel was completed by the WI DOT, and results were given to City Administrator Jamie Aulik.  
A copy of the speed study is attached to these minutes.  The study concluded that the 45 mph speed 
limit is appropriate for this location.   
 
Motion to accept study results with no further action by Greg Grotegut, second by Steven Denzien; 
motion carried. 
 
CORD LS at Lincoln Ave, Cleveland:   
Mason Simmons received and analyzed the data provided by the Cleveland PD from their speed 
board.  Based on this data the numbers would justify a speed increase not a decrease as requested.  
Mason Simmons stated the DOT will take no further action on this request. 
 
Greg Grotegut stated if the citizens are looking for a trail the Highway Department would not create 
or maintain any trails within the village limits.  The village would be responsible for funding, 
creating, and maintaining it.  Information was sent to the village of Cleveland regarding this matter.  
Crash data does not justify any changes to the speed limit. 
 
Motion to take no action on speed study based on initial data by Greg Grotegut, second by Brian 
Kohlmeier; motion carried. 
 
DOT Update Report from WI DOT-BOTS Representative:  Randy Wiessinger reported 8 fatal 
crashes in Manitowoc County in 2022.  Manitowoc County’s average for this time of year is 10.  
Wisconsin has had 470 in 2022 compared to 492 in 2021.  Motorcycle fatal crashes are down 36%.  
DOT-BOTS is working to improve data focusing on distracted driving and contributing actions.  
Accident data is used to determine funding for enforcement and grants.  Community Maps provides 
access to this data in real-time which is not available in most other states.   
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Zero in Wisconsin stands for zero preventable deaths.  The State is working to adopt a new mind set 
referred to as the Safe System Approach:  safe road users, safe vehicles (equipment), safe speeds, 
safe roads (engineering), and post-crash care (EMS).  Education and training will be forth-coming. 
 
DOT is focusing on teen driver education and has developed a customizable PowerPoint 
presentation which is available to law enforcement.  Thumb drives are available to agencies 
requesting them.   DRE training has also been scheduled for April and October. 
 
Mason Simmons indicated that seatbelt compliance is at 87.5%.  Prior to COVID men were at 91% 
and women were at 93%.   The 12% not wearing a seatbelt make up half of the victims in fatal 
crashes.   
 
Delayed recovery is being recommended if vehicles are out of the lane of traffic and do not pose a 
safety risk.  Delayed recovery allows agencies to remove the vehicles during quiet hours avoiding 
rush hour and other high traffic times thereby increasing safety. 
 
Recent Fatalities:   
08/06/22:  I43 near Schley Rd, Cooperstown.  A group of motorcycles riding through a construction 
zone encountered merging traffic.  Solo motorcyclist entered median and lost control.  Victim was 
not wearing a helmet and had an expired endorsement.  Operator died of his injuries. 
 
08/31/22:  I43 near CORD XX, Centerville.  An 88 YO female not wearing a seatbelt, left her lane of 
travel and ran into a parked truck.  Parked vehicle had proper lighting and signage.  Operator died 
of her injuries. 
 
09/22/22:  CORD C near Rangeline Rd, Liberty.  A manure truck was parked on the side of the 
roadway with proper lighting and signage.  Victim ran into the rear of the truck and succumbed to 
his injuries.  The sun is believed to have been a contributing factor in reducing visibility. 
 
10/01/22:  CORD X near STHY 67, Schleswig.  Pedestrian was in the lane of travel when struck by 
an on-coming vehicle.  Pedestrian had left his vehicle and did not have proper lighting or reflective 
clothing. 
 
Next Meeting:  January 17, 2023 at 10:00 am. 
 
Motion to adjourn at 10:51 am by Dan Hartwig, second by Steven Denzien; motion carried. 
 
Submitted by: Holly Herzog, Secretary 


